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Policy Overview:


This hearing will examine litigation against the Department of the Interior (DOI)
generated by the agency’s policymaking and regulatory activities, and specifically, will
highlight how litigation, including the threat of litigation, influences agency
policymaking, shifts its priorities, and redirects time and resources from the agency’s
core mission.



While individuals have and should have the right to petition their government, incentives
such as favorable settlements and attorney’s fee awards generate excessive amounts of
litigation, encourage repeat plaintiffs, and feed a cycle of lawsuits that burden the agency.



A lack of publicly available information regarding litigation against DOI and related
payments prevents citizens from understanding the role that litigation plays in shaping the
policies that affect their livelihoods and tracking how taxpayer dollars are used.



In addition to expanding knowledge about the role that the DOI and its Office of the
Solicitor (SOL), the hearing will explore possible process improvements to allow the
agency to better manage the volume of suits against it.
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Background:
Litigation Against the Department of Interior
Causes of Action
The DOI and its subagencies confront litigation that is generated at all stages of the
federal decision-making process. These actions are generally brought under a variety of statutes
and causes of action,1 including challenges over land management policies, water use decisions,
and handling of tribal in-trust assets. Like other federal entities, DOI is also subject to litigation
unrelated to its policymaking activities, such as contract claims, tort allegations, and employment
matters.2 This hearing, however, will focus on litigation related to the DOI’s primary mission
and resource management activities.
The Office of the Solicitor for the Department of the Interior and the U.S. Department of Justice
Both the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Office of the Solicitor (SOL) within DOI
play critical roles in handling litigation brought against DOI. The SOL provides legal advice and
representation to DOI in administrative matters.3 Some of the responsibilities of the SOL
include providing assistance drafting and reviewing regulations, contracts, agreements, other
legal documents, and legislation.4 Additionally, the SOL manages DOI’s Ethics Office and
oversees its Freedom of Information Act appeals.5 In litigation, attorneys from the SOL also
1
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represent DOI in administrative hearings.6 However, pursuant to federal law,7 in judicial
proceedings in which DOI is a plaintiff or defendant, DOJ attorneys serve as legal representation
for the agency.8 Notwithstanding DOJ’s formal representation, the SOL still plays an important
role in the litigation process, providing assistance to DOJ by developing litigation strategy,
producing needed documents, preparing witnesses for testimony, and lending any subject matter
required expertise.9 In its budget justification for Fiscal Year (FY) 2018, the SOL noted that it
expects an increase in its litigation workload against the DOI, particularly in connection with
water resource conflicts and energy development.10
Within DOJ, the Environment and Natural Resources Division (ENRD) represents DOI
and other federal agencies in environmental and natural resources litigation.11 Individual U.S.
Attorney’s offices also receive cases from the ENRD.12 While ENRD also enforces
environmental laws, defending lawsuits against the government comprise half of ENRD’s
workload.13
Consequences of Litigation
This hearing will assess the impact that litigation has on DOI and its bureaus as well as
the people it serves. Litigation wields the power to affect countless people and to force an agency
to reshuffle its priorities. For example, in 2011, as part of a “mega-settlement” with two
environmental groups, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) agreed to review over 250
species as well as actions impacting 1,053 species for potential listing as endangered or
threatened under the Endangered Species Act (ESA).14 Subsequently, the FWS had to devote
nearly all of its petition and listing activity budget to complying with these agreements. 15 In
2012, the FWS’ own FY 2013 budget request acknowledged it was devoting 86 full time
employees to comply with court orders or settlement agreements resulting from litigation. 16
On November 17, 2016, Bureau of Land Management cancelled numerous oil and gas
leases by issuing a Record of Decision that included a 2014 settlement agreement.17 That
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settlement resulted from six years of litigation, initiated in 2008 when environmental groups
challenged the leases.18 The costs included not only negatively impacted energy development
and job growth, but also the Bureau of Land Management’s agreement to pay those plaintiffs
$400,000 in attorney’s fees and costs.19
Unfortunately, litigious groups also employ litigation as a tool to obstruct policies and
actions they simply do not like. For example, the Center for Biological Diversity’s (CBD)
website boasts a “Trump Lawsuit Tracker,” proudly displaying a count of suits the organization
has initiated against the current Administration on a variety of issues. 20 CBD characterizes this
as part of their attempt to “resist Trump in every way possible.”21
Payments
Litigation Payments
As a party to litigation, sometimes DOI enters into settlements or receives adverse
decisions that require payments to another party.22 For example, over the past few years, the
United States settled claims in excess of $3.3 billion with over 100 Indian tribes alleging federal
mismanagement of tribal in-trust assets.23 In addition to such payments, and as discussed in
greater detail below, the federal government may also pay the attorney’s fees and court costs of
an opposing plaintiff under certain circumstances. Payments resulting from litigation against
federal agencies, including attorney’s fees, may come from that agency’s appropriations or from
the Department of the Treasury’s Judgement Fund.24 In 1956, Congress created the Judgement
Fund, a permanent, indefinite appropriation, to serve as a source of payments for monetary
awards against the United States, where another source was not already provided.25
Attorney’s Fees
Traditionally, in the United States, parties to litigation must pay their own court costs and
attorney’s fees.26 However, there are a number of statutory exceptions, often referred to as “feeshifting statutes” that enable a prevailing party to collect attorney’s fees from the losing party,
18
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and many apply to the federal government.27 When no other fee-shifting statute applies, parties
may potentially collect attorney’s fees and litigation costs in actions against the federal
government under the Equal Access to Justice Act (EAJA).
Enacted in 1980, EAJA authorizes that the following costs be awarded in litigation
against the government: (1) reasonable attorney’s fees and expenses of a prevailing party to the
same extent any other party would be liable, where a statutory or common law exception allows
a fee award for a prevailing party;28 (2) attorney’s fees and expenses of a prevailing party, unless
a court finds that the federal government’s position was substantially justified, or that special
circumstances make the award unjust;29 and (3) attorney’s fees and expenses of a prevailing
party in adversarial adjudications, unless a court finds that the federal government’s position was
substantially justified, or that special circumstances make the award unjust.30
While
fee-shifting
statutes may have originated
from
good
intentions,
concerns
persist
that
litigants, not originally
contemplated by Congress,
have exploited them in
recent years.31 The statute
was intended to compensate
small
businesses
and
individuals, who would
otherwise find challenging
government actions to be
cost-prohibitive, and to
account for the disparity in
Federal Expenditures for Judgment Fund ESA Attorney’s Fees and Costs Awarded to
resources
between
the
Organizations, FY 2009-2012. Source: U.S. Department of Justice
federal government and
individuals.32 While individuals with a net worth greater than $2 million and businesses and
other organizations with a net worth greater than $7 million are ineligible for awards under
EAJA, no cap applies to non-profit organizations.33 EAJA also imposes a cap on attorney’s fees
rates of $125 per hour unless a “special factor” justifies a higher fee.34 However, the statute does
not delineate what constitutes a “special factor” and some environmental law attorneys avoid
EAJA’s $125 fee cap by arguing that their expertise is “specialized” and therefore should not be
subject to the cap.35
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Recordkeeping
Neither DOI nor DOJ recordkeeping provides much insight into the cost, both in time and
resources that litigation against DOI imposes. The long-standing lack of transparency regarding
litigation against federal agencies has generated persistent concern.36 Much of the information
concerning this topic lacks important details. In addition to leaving the public uninformed, this
also impedes the agency’s capabilities to analyze trends and review information regarding
litigation. For example, the SOL does not have a unified case tracking system, and this
information is scattered throughout its various divisions.37
As is the case with information about the litigation itself, records of payments resulting
from litigation and settlements fail to paint a complete picture. In 2012, the Government
Accountability Office reviewed DOI’s failure to keep records regarding attorney’s fees paid as a
result of litigation with the Department.38 In 1995, Congress enacted the Federal Reports
Elimination and Sunset Act which, among other things, eliminated the reporting requirement for
EAJA.39 The reporting requirement consisted of two annual reports to Congress, one on
administratively awarded payments issued by the Chairman of the Administrative Conference of
the United States and the other on court-awarded payments from the Director of the
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, until that responsibility was transferred to the Attorney
General in 1992. In an attempt to restore transparency, the House Appropriations Committee
ordered DOI in a committee report to include certain information concerning EAJA payments
and payments related to Endangered Species Act litigation in its annual budget submission.40
Later DOI appropriations reports have included similar provisions.41 While DOI has published
this information in recent budget justifications,42 concerns regarding transparency and ease of
access to information pertaining to EAJA payments persist. For example, the House of
Representatives passed the Open Book on Equal Access to Justice Act of 2017, by a voice vote
on February 27, 2017.43 This legislation, among other things, orders the Chairman of the
Administrative Conference of the United States to create a searchable online database of EAJA
payments, including a description of the claims of the case and the basis for which a court found
that the agency action being challenged was not substantially justified.44
Congress has also expressed its concern with the lack of transparency regarding payments
made from the Judgment Fund.45 In response to the House Appropriations Committee’s
36
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directions in its report accompanying the Financial Services and General Government
Appropriations Act of 2012, the Financial Management Service at the Department of the
Treasury began posting online reports of payments made from the Judgement Fund.46 However,
the most recent report posted online dates to 2015, and omits important information regarding
the names of award recipients and attorneys.47 Other third-party reviews have also voiced
concerns about missing and inconsistent information from the Judgement Fund’s online
database.48
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